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Abstract. Urban public transportation network is a typically complex network and the local fault of 
network often leads to serious systemic impact, causing cascading failure. Research on cascading 
failure of the bus network, is advantageous to understand of the potential key individuals of the 
network, so as to guide the rational planning of transit network. At first, this paper proposed the path 
navigation strategy based on the transfer bus to describe the flow propagation law of transit network, 
and after which an improved failure model of the bus network based on capacity-load model was put 
forward. Finally, the experimental analysis was conducted based on real traffic data of Beijing, and 
under the improved path navigation strategy, the correlation between node load and real data reached 
99.61%, accord with the real law more than the traditional path navigation strategy. Cascading failure 
simulation illustrated that even small-scale attacks could lead to systemic paralysis, causing serious 
impacts on the structure and function of network, meanwhile the damage to the functional integrity is 
more severe than structural integrity. Conclusion is conducted that results can guide the bus lines and 
citizens’ travel. 

Introduction 

Cascading failure [1] is that when some nodes or edges in the network malfunction due to 
interference, the failure of a large scale of nodes or edges in the network will occur through a 
coupling relationship with the surrounding nodes or edges. At present in the field of transportation, 
research on cascading failure model is mainly based on the load capacity model. Initially, the nodes 
or edges in the network are endowed with certain load and capacity. Then some nodes and edges of 
the network are attacked and become failure. Through the navigation strategy, the load is 
redistributed to the network. The load of the nodes or the edges exceeds their capacity, so the 
cascading failure is caused. Wu, Gao, Sun [2] [3,4] made a large number of analysis on the cascading 
failure phenomena of the traffic network and found that big nodes or high-loaded nodes were likely to 
cause the collapse of the entire network. Wang Zhengwu, Kuang Aiwu, Wang Hejie [5] put forward a 
cascading failure model of traffic network based on double network and proposed a method for 
calculating the importance of nodes. The results showed that the structure of traffic network and the 
behavior of people had an important influence on the importance pf nodes. In addition, the Motter [6, 
7] presented a cascading failure model based on the betweenness, calculating the load of network 
nodes through the shortest path and analyzing the cascading failure of the network. Due to the 
limitations of the shortest path navigation strategy, Wei Wang [8] put forwarded a cascading failure 
model based on random walk betweenness. However, these studies are lack of validation of the 
propagation law of real passenger flow and the use of the navigation strategy is lack of consideration 
of the limitations of line design in the real network.  

Transfer-based path navigation strategy  
Transfer-based path navigation strategy mainly aims to afford an optimized bus lines from 

passengers’ originate to his destination, which is usually simplified with OD, surely including bus 
stops needed to transfer. The main flow processes include two parts: 

Establishing an optional bus line set for the path. We use p to represent the node of the bus 
network, especially transfer node which is the intersecting node of at least two different bus lines, e to 
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represent the edge of bus network and l to represent the bus line. We also need to know the 
relationship between node pi and node pj, so we propose indicator function aij. If the two nodes 
connected directly, aij = 1 else aij = 0. Accordingly, dist(pi, pj) is defined as the distance formula of 
two points on the earth surface.  

As known to us all, path from pi to pj is not only one but many, so we use a path set, PATH(pi , 
pj)= {pathij1, ……, pathijn} to represent. In this set, pathijk means the kth path from pi to pj. 

For every element eab in pathij = {ei1,……, eab, ……,enj}, it means node pa and pb is connected 
directly, and the physical distance is dist(pa, pb). Therefore, the physical distance of pathij is sum of 
the length of all adjacent points on the path, computed as follows: 
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For adjacent two elements, lc and ld in pathij = {l1, ……, lc, ld,……, ln }, the order of every element 
is fixed, it must meets: to the transfer node pi in the bus network, pi ∈ lc and pi ∈ ld. What’s more, 
the sequence of transfer nodes in path decides the sequence of bus lines.  

The minimum cost of chosen path. Considering transfer distance ignored in traditional path 
navigation strategy, this paper propose the function of transfer number for the path as follows: 
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For a path consisting of same bus line sequence, there will be different transfer ways. Least 
transfer number is the best choice, symbolized with Ltr(pathij). 

cost(pathij) is defined as the total cost of the path , as follows: 

cos ( ) ( ) (1 ) ( )ij ij ijt path Ltr path len patha β a= × × + − ×                                                                     (3) 

Cost mainly comes from two concepts, one cost in transfer and the other in physical distance. We 
use α to represent the weight factor between the physical distance and the transfer cost. To simplify 
calculation, transfer cost is uniformly expressed with β.  

Assign α=0.99 and as a result of α>> (1-α), this strategy is to select the shortest path in the case of 
the least transfer number, which reflects the consideration of the passengers' travel activity due to the 
limited accessibility of the public transport network. 

Cascading failure model 
When a bus stop load more than its capacity called node attacked, we proposed a novel cascading 

failure model based on the transfer-based path navigation strategy. At the same time, a functional 
indicator is put forward to calculate the ratio of effective OD flow as the function of the net is to 
deliver the OD flow. 

The failure can be observed in Fig. 1, the network in the model description graph has five bus lines 
and nine bus stops and the process happens as follows: 

Step1: Node P3 is attacked, marked with failed; 
Step2: edges between (P1, P3), (P2, P3), (P3, P4) and (P4, P6) failed in success, so l1, l4 have to 

find new paths to connect the broken parts. As l4 cannot find the path from P1 to P6, it is cut into two 
lines, l4 and l4’, which respectively only own half of previous capability. And l1 remains unchanged 
as it finds a new path P2->P5->P6->P7->P4 for P2 to P4. 

Step3: calculating the new capacity for each node and reallocate the OD flow; 
Step4: P5 and P7 fail because their load is more than their capacity. 
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Fig. 1 Example of the cascading failure. 

Based on the above points, the cascading failure model is described as follows: 
Initial Status: Distribute the capacity for each line so the node capacity is enough to hold the initial 

load. 
Attack Status: Delete the nodes which carry most load. 
Update Status: Find the new paths in the broken lines to keep line-integrity, or cut the line and 

update the capacity if the path does not exist. 
Flow allocate: Calculate the path of each od pair according to the transfer-based navigation policy 

and update the node load. 
Fail judgement: If all the node load is within the capacity, then stop the process, otherwise go to 

next step. 
Update the network: Delete the nodes whose load is over the capacity. 
Effect evaluate: Calculate the indicator Ep to denote the structural integrity which equals the ratio 

of the effective nodes, and Eod to the functional integrity which equals the ratio of the effective od 
flow. 

The experimental simulation 
This paper uses the real traffic data in Beijing to make the experimental analysis, including data of 

bus lines and passenger flow in the card. Bus data contains information of 1598 bus lines and 6119 
bus stations in Beijing. Data in the card recorded a total of 43919968 public bus travel records from 
2015.01.04 to 2015.01.10. In this part, the navigation strategy and cascading failure model of this 
paper will be verified and analyzed by using this real data. 

Verification of Path Navigation Strategy Based on Transfer. In this part, the traffic load LoadS 
of each node calculated from transfer-based shortest path strategy and traditional shortest path 
algorithm will be compared with the real passenger load LoadR respectively. The real traffic flow 
distribution is calculated by the line number corresponding path in the data record of the card. The 
comparison results are shown in Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 2 A comparison chart of the load of nodes in the Transfer-based path (a) and Shortest distance 

path (b) navigation policy 

In the Fig. 2, the horizontal axis represents the real traffic load of nodes and the vertical axis 
represents the simulative traffic load of nodes. In the upper left corner, Pearson coefficient between 
the load LoadS of nodes in the corresponding strategy and the real load LoadR of node is recorded. 
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Through the comparison, it can be found that the distribution of the scattered points in (a) is more 
concentrated and the fit with the load of real nodes is higher than it in the (b) .  

In the figure of distribution of scattered points, the density of scatter points in the lower left corner 
is greater than them in the upper right corner. It is proved that the number of low-load nodes is greater 
than the number of high-load nodes in the network and the bus network is unbalanced as a complex 
network in the load of nodes. 

Analysis of Cascading Failure Model of Bus Network. When the bus network is attacked, how 
the integrity of network function structure changes with the number of nodes pnum in the initial 
attack and index of saturation γ. Two indicators reflect this change: the structural integrity Ep: the 
ratio of the number of effective nodes in the network to the original number of nodes in the network; 
functional integrity Eod: the ratio of effective travel demand to the original travel demand. The attack 
is based on node load to make node failure. The change trend of network integrity with attack scale 
and saturation index is compared and analyzed. 

 
Fig. 3 Structural integrity (a) and Functional integrity (b) with different initial attacking number. The 

capacity coefficient are set to 1, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 respectively. 

Fig. 3 show the change of network integrity with attack scale. It can be known that the overall 
trend of the network integrity is declining with the increase of attack scale. However, when the initial 
attack scale is less than 1500, there is a rising trend. Because when part of the key nodes in the 
network is attacked initially, the surrounding larger load of the nodes also received the attack, leading 
to the inhibition of cascading failure in some degree. In addition, it can be found that in the same 
situation the functional integrity of the network is less than 0.1, which is more destructive than the 
structural integrity. It means that the nodes that play an important role in the network all have failed. 
Especially when pnum is around 2000, the network structure maintain the integrity of the 0.5, but the 
functional integrity Eod has been close to 0.02, which means there is no traffic on the network 
basically. 

 
Fig. 4 Structural integrity(a) and Functional integrity(b) with different capacity coefficient. The 

initial attacking number are set to 10, 100, 1000 respectively. 
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It can be seen in Fig. 4 that as γ grows, both Ef and Eod increase, with Ef more obviously. 
Especially when γ exceeds 1.4, the structural and functional integrity improve rapidly. That means by 
amplifying the capacity of the net, the cascade can be prevent when initial damage is small. However, 
the function improves little when the initial damage raises to 100, as the key nodes mainly fail.  

Summary 
The stability is not only important to the travel activity, but also the production and service of the city. 
Focusing on the cascading model of urban bus network, this paper firstly proposed a transfer-based 
navigation strategy, and improved the cascading model based on the ‘capacity-load’ model. The 
experiments showed the navigation strategy is reliable to describe the real rule of the OD flow 
propagation on the bus net. And the cascading model illustrated that the function of the net is more 
fragile than the structure. This work is meaningful to conduct the prevention measure and transport 
planning. 
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